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• Expansion of Sinopia

• Expansion of Questioning Authority

• Discovery

• Expansion of the PCC Community Involvement

• Sustainability
Sinopia Expansion

**Latest news**
Sinopia Version 3.5.24 highlights

*For complete release notes see the [Sinopia help site](#).*

- Dashboard includes records user worked on recently
- Lookup enhancements: faster lookups; ability to page more results; ability to use diacritics in search string; result counts; dropdown lists sorted
- Template creation enhancements: when nesting a template, choose from menu of existing templates; when adding lookups, choose from menu of available lookups
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Sinopia Expansion

Last Work Cycle

- Left navigation
- Personalization
- Export using BF templates

Latest news
Sinopia version 3.5.24 highlights
- New navigation tools: see the Sinopia help site.
- Improved search features, especially for recently added records.
- Enhanced lookup capabilities: faster lookups, ability to page through more results, ability to use diacritics in search strings, result counts, dropdown lists sorted.
- Template creation enhancements: when nesting a template, choose from menu of existing templates; when adding lookups, choose from menu of available lookups.
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Last Work Cycle
- Left navigation
- Personalization
- Export using BF templates

Next Work Cycle
- UI & functionality
- BF-to-MARC
- Integration with SHARE-VDE
“IT IS THE FIRST RESPONSIBILITY OF EVERY CITIZEN TO QUESTION AUTHORITY.”

—Benjamin Franklin
QA Expansion

- Query-ability
- New authoritative data resources
- Containerize for production
- Influence data providers

"IT IS THE FIRST RESPONSIBILITY OF EVERY CITIZEN TO QUESTION AUTHORITY."

— Benjamin Franklin
Productionization
**Two**

**Format:** Musical Recording

**Published:** UK: Another Timbre, 2008.

**Publisher number:** at14

**Genres:** Jazz, Free Improvisation

**Description:** 1 sound disc: digital; 4 3/4 in.

**Contributors:**
- Axel Dörner: composer, Photography By [Cover], Trumpet.
- Phil Minton: composer, Voice.
- Thomas Lehn: composer, Recorded By, Mixed By, Mastered By, Synthesizer [Analogue].
- Gérard Roux: Photography By [Concert].

**Table of contents:**
- Ling (26:50)
- Kla (27:22)

**Donor:** Coral, Lenore

**Notes:**
- 'Ling' recorded June 15th 2008 at Stadtbücherei, Esslingen, Germany.
- 'Kla' recorded May 24th 2005 at Künstlerhaus/Innenhofkultur, Klagenfurt, Austria.
- Thanks to Renate Luxemburger, Stadtbücherei Esslingen and Raimund Spöck.

Some information for this item comes from the Discogs database.

Remove the Discogs highlighting.
Envisioneeringability: Author and Subject pages

A unified, comprehensive view of an authority/an entity using linked data sources and library resources
LD4 Community Site

Sustainability

LD4 Community

LD4 2021 Conference
The 2021 LD4 Conference will be held online July 12 to 23.
The Call for Proposals closed April 12. Proposal decisions will be communicated by May 14th.

Community Charter
LD4 is a community that works together to advance library practice. We focus on linking and using data on the Web to advance the mission, goals and objectives of libraries.
Participation in the LD4 Community is open to anyone--individual or institution; non-profit, government or commercial. Through direct participation, and through its various channels, projects and events, LD4 brings together thousands of individuals worldwide.